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For surfactant solutions this can be expressed by the adsorp-
A thermodynamic treatment of protein adsorption layers is pre- tion principle of Braun-Le-Chatelier (10–12). It states that

sented and an equation of state of the interfacial layer is derived. when the adsorbed molecule may occupy different parts of
Only by assuming different models for the activity coefficients in the interface, then for small values of P a maximum surface
the interfacial layer different are models derived considering ideal

area v is occupied, whereas minimum v is achieved at largeand nonideal entropy and enthalpy of mixing. As special cases,
P. Obviously this agrees with the well-known fact that thewell-known equations from other authors are obtained which are
adsorption layer thickness increases with increasing proteinfrequently used for the description of surfactant and polymer ad-
concentration. Thermodynamic approaches cannot take intosorption. Concerning the configuration of adsorbed protein mole-
consideration the adsorption layer thickness, while in statisti-cules, i.e., number of protein segments adsorbed, the composition

of the adsorption layer is caused by a self-regulation process which cal and scaling theories it is a necessary prerequisite. On the
is mainly influenced by the chain flexibility and determines the other hand, nonideal behavior of mixing in the interfacial
surface pressure. Only four basic parameters describe the adsorp- layer allows further possibilities for the present model.
tion equilibrium of the protein. A sufficiently good agreement be- The present paper gives a thermodynamic treatment of
tween literature data and the model is obtained, although best-fit protein adsorption layers, i.e., deriving an equation of state
procedures do not exist so far and the isotherm parameters were of the interfacial layer, the adsorption isotherm, and the iso-
adjusted only manually. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

therm of interfacial tension. Different models are derivedKey Words: protein adsorption; adsorption isotherm; liquid in-
considering ideal and nonideal entropy and enthalpy of mix-terface; thermodynamic model; surface pressure isotherm.
ing at the interface. As special cases, equations from other
authors are obtained which are well known and frequently
used for the description of surfactant and polymer adsorp-1. INTRODUCTION
tion. Literature data are used to test the new theoretical
model presented.The theoretical and practical importance of the adsorption

of polyelectrolytes, particularly proteins, at fluid interfaces
2. ADSORPTION LAYER MODELSstimulated the development of different models under equi-

librium and dynamic conditions and for surfaces under defor-
The equation for the chemical potentials mi for the i thmation, as demonstrated in recent reviews (1–5). Besides

component in the solution bulk (a) and at the interface (S)the statistical theories and scaling models of de Gennes,
can be written (6, 9) asfor example, there are many thermodynamic models. These

models use Butler’s equation (6) for the chemical potentials
mS

i Å m0S
i / RT ln f S

i xS
i 0 svi [1]of the components in the bulk phase and at the interface as

the starting point. Examples of such models are those of ma
i Å m0a

i / RT ln f a
i xa

i , [2]
Joos (7) , Ter-Minassian-Saraga (8) , and Lucassen-Reyn-
ders (9) , which describe many details of the adsorption

where m0S
i and m0a

i are the standard chemical potentials at
behavior at interfaces.

the interface and in the bulk, s is the surface tension, vi is
Although the description of many systems was successful,

the partial molar surface demand, fi is the activity coefficient,
the capacity of the theories has not been completely utilized.

R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, xi Å Ni /SNi are
At first the Butler equation is considered to describe the

the molar ratios, and Ni are the numbers of moles of the
different demand v of adsorbed molecules at the interface.

component i .
Using the pure solvent as the standard state, i.e., xa

0 Å 1,
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. and assuming infinite dilution for the dissolved components
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27PROTEINS AT LIQUID/FLUID INTERFACES

( i § 1), i.e., xa
i r 0, from Eqs. [1] and [2] results (9, 11)

xS
0 Å expS0 Pv0

RT D , [5]in

xS
1 Å bc expS0 Pv1

RT D . [6]
ln

f S
i xS

i

ki f a
i xa

i

Å 0 Pvi

RT
, [3]

Here, b is the equilibrium adsorption constant, and c thewhere k1 Å 1 and ki Å (xS
i /xa

i ) xai r0 at i § 1 are the distribu-
bulk concentration of the surface-active component. For thetion coefficients at infinite dilution, PÅ s00 s is the surface
case v0 Å v1 , Eqs. [5] and [6] transform into the Szyszkow-(or interfacial) pressure, and s0 is the surface tension of the
ski equationpure solvent.

For simplicity, in the following we consider only the sol-
vent and one dissolved component (protein) . All equations P Å 0 RT

v1

ln(1 / bc) . [7]
can be equivalently generalized for other cases, such as pro-
tein mixtures or mixtures of a protein and a surfactant. It
should be noted that proteins usually contain dissolved ions. Lucassen-Reynders (14, 15) has shown that for realizing
When the concentration of the dissolved electrolyte suffi- this condition it is necessary to chose the dividing surface
ciently exceeds the concentration of the effective charge of such that the total adsorption of all components equals the
the protein (free charge (13)) , in conformity with Gibbs’ saturation adsorption, i.e.,
equation, the contribution of the counterions to s may be
neglected. G0 / G1 Å 1/v1 . [8]

When we use Eq. [3] for solutions of one protein, the
index i refers to different possible configurations of the pro- For a mixture of proteins or for different states vi of one
tein at the interface. The different configurations are charac- protein the value v0 should be equal the average partial
terized by different values of vi and ki . Obviously, the val- molar surface of all states vS . Therefore Eq. [8] transforms
ues (xa

i f a
i )i§1 Å xaf a are equal for all states. into

The number of possible states of protein molecules at the
interface n can be expressed by the maximum vmax and the

∑
n

iÅ0

Gi Å 1/vS . [9]minimum vmin Å v1 of the partial molecular surface area of
a protein molecule and the increment Dv, by which the
value of the partial molecular surface area changes when the

The position of the dividing surface, defined by Lucassen-protein transfers from one state into another. The number of
Reynders through Eq. [9] , is near the dividing surface ofdifferent states is given by
Gibbs, for which GH2O Å 0. The former is shifted toward the
solution by D Å (vH2O/vS)aH2O. Here vH2O and aH2O are the
molar surface area of water and the diameter of a watern Å vmax 0 v1

Dv
/ 1. [4]

molecule, respectively. With increasing saturation of the in-
terface by protein molecules, the dividing surface of Lucas-
sen-Reynders is further shifted toward the bulk by a valueThe physical meaning of vmax corresponds to the minimum
almost equal to the thickness of the adsorption layer. Theadsorption layer thickness, vmin to the maximum one. The
selection of the dividing surface has a considerable advan-value Dv is determined by the flexibility of the protein
tage because it permits one to exclude the influence of thechain. The flexibility can be estimated by using scaling theo-
adsorption layer thickness on the parameters in Eq. (3); i.e.,ries (4, 13) while of course the relation Dv £ v1 holds.
the values xS

i are determined in the present model by xS
i Å

GivS . As Eq. [3] is invariable to the selection of v0 we may2.1. Adsorption Equilibrium
use v0 Å vH2O as it is done in many approaches. In this case,
however, it is necessary to include the thickness of the ad-For deriving the equation of state P(G) , the adsorption

isotherm G(c) , and the equation of surface tension P(c) , it sorption layer d, and the value xS
i is determined by the molar

volumes of all components of the system. The correspondingis necessary to determine the value v0 and express the molar
ratio xS

i by the adsorption Gi . Starting from a pair of equa- equation for xS
0 was given, for example, in (16). In the

tions [3] for a solution of one protein having only one ad- model we assume ideality in the solution bulk; i.e., f a
0 Å

sorption state ( i Å 0, 1 corresponds to a simple surfactant f a Å 1. First, the equation of an ideal interfacial layer is
derived. In the following paragraph additional correctionssolution), and taking f a

1 Å f S
i Å 1 and k1 f a

1 xa
1 Å bc , we

obtain allow extension of the model to nonideal layers.
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28 FAINERMAN, MILLER, AND WÜSTNECK

2.2. The Ideal Interfacial Layer bi

b1

Å Svi

v1
Da

. [16]
The equation of state of the adsorption layer is derived

from Eq. [3] for the case i Å 0, and assuming f S
0 Å 1,

Analogously to Eq. [16], for a homologous series of surfac-
tants the constants bi increase with chain length exponen-

P Å 0 RT

vS

ln(1 0 GSvS) , [10] tially,

bk

b1

Å eb(k01) , [17]where

GS Å ∑
n

iÅ1

Gi [11] where k and l are the numbers of CH2-groups in the surfac-
tant molecule and b is a constant.

The values of vi in the i th state can be written as
is the total adsorption of the protein—the sum over all ad-
sorption states. The average partial molar surface area in Eq. vi Å v1 / Dv( i 0 1). [18]
[10], vS , is determined in the same way as it was proposed
by Lucassen-Reynders for surfactant mixtures (15), namely For simplicity we can express i and n by their preceding
by calculating the weighted average using the interfacial values: i Å i / Di , where Di Å Dv /v1 . Variable i takes
concentration of the different states values between 1 and n , with n Å vmax /v1 . In a general

case i can be a fraction. Taking into account this substitution
the relations [16] and [18] becomevS Å

( n
iÅ1 viGi

GS

. [12]

vi Å iv1 [19]
The interfacial tension isotherm is derived from Eq. [3] by

andaddition of all components and states at the interface (i.e.,
i Å 0 to i Å n) for f S

i Å 1 following the procedure of Joos
bi Å b1i

a . [20]for solutions of two surfactants (17),

For a Å 0 we get bi Å b1 Å const, whereas for a ú 0 the
c ∑

n

iÅ1

biexpS0 Pvi

RT D Å 1 0 expS0 PvS

RT D , [13] values of bi increase with increasing v1 . Taking into account
Eqs. [15], [19], and [20] the value of average partial molar
surface area (cf. Eq. [12]) can be expressed by v1 :

where c is the bulk concentration of the protein, bi are the
adsorption constants of the i different states. The adsorption vS Å v1 ∑

n

iÅ1

i (a/1)expS0 iPv1

RT DYisotherm of the i th state is derived from Eq. [3] by using
all pairs of equations ( i Å 0 and i § 1) at the same P,
which yields

∑
n

iÅ1

iaexpS0 iPv1

RT D . [21]

bi c Å GivS

(1 0 GSvS)vi /vS
. [14]

The total adsorption (Eq. [11]) can be expressed now by
the adsorption in the state of minimum partial molar surface

A ratio of the adsorptions of different states are easily ob- area, and the adsorption in the i th state (Eq. [15]) by the
tained from Eq. [3]: total adsorption:

GS Å G1 ∑
n

iÅ1

iaexpF0 ( i 0 1)Pv1

RT G , [22]
Gi

Gj

Å bi

bj

expF0 P(vj 0 vi )
RT G . [15]

Equation [15] is the generalization of the adsorption princi-
Gi Å GS iaexpF0 ( i 0 1)Pv1

RT GYple of Braun-Le-Chatelier (10) for the protein adsorption.
Equations [13] – [15] include the constant bi for different

states. As a first approach we can assume that bi Å const
∑
n

iÅ1

iaexpF0 ( i 0 1)Pv1

RT G . [23]for all states. A physically reasonable assumption would also
be
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29PROTEINS AT LIQUID/FLUID INTERFACES

Taking into account Eqs. [16] and [18], the surface tension or in the case a Å 1,
isotherm [13] and the adsorption isotherm [14] are rewritten

Gi 0 Å GS

2i

n(n / 1)
. [31]

b1c Å S1 0 expS0 PvS

RT DDY∑
n

iÅ1

iaexpS0 iPv1

RT D [24]

The adsorption in the case i Å n becomes approximately n
times higher then in the case i Å 1.

and The analysis of the basic equations [10], [21], and [23]
to [25] shows that all parameters v1 , n , a and b1 may be
found from experimental data for P r 0 and P r Pmax .

bi c Å GivS

ia(1 0 GSvS) iv1/vS .
[25] Using a scaling model, it is also possible to estimate indepen-

dently v1 , n , and Di (4, 13).

The system of equations [10], [21], [23] to [25] completely 2.3. The Nonideal Interfacial Layer
describes an ideal adsorption layer of proteins. This system

For a nonideal interfacial layer the coefficient of activityis self consistent; inserting Gi from [23] and (1 0 GSvS)
f S

i x 1. Nonideality may be caused by two factors:from [10] into Eq. [25] yields Eq. [24].
From Eqs. [21] and [23] the partial adsorptions Gi ,

• nonideal entropy of mixing of components in the in-
i ú 1 become small for large P while G1 increases until vS terfacial layer caused by different partial molar areas;à v1Å vmin . At the same time the adsorption layer thickness

• nonideal enthalpy of mixing governed by intermolecu-
becomes maximum

lar interaction of the components in the adsorption layer.

The contribution from nonideal entropy of mixing to the
dmax à

V

v1

, [26] interfacial pressure (DP) has been considered by Lucassen-
Reynders (9) in the form

where V is the molar volume of the protein.
For P r 0 Eq. [21] can be written DP Å RT

v0
∑
j
S1 0 v0

vj
DvjGj . [32]

vS0 Å vSÉPr0 Å v1( ∑
n

iÅ1

ia/1 / ∑
n

iÅ1

ia) . [27] The index j refers to different solutes, the index 0 to the
solvent. The same contribution to the surface pressure was
found by Damaskin (18, 19).

On the other hand, from Eq. [27] and a Å 1 we can derive On the basis of statistical calculations using different con-
figurations of polymers, Singer (20) found a contribution to
P caused by nonideal entropy of mixing (in the form of Eq.

vS0 Å v1S2n / 1
3 D . [28] [32]) ,

Thus, at P r 0 the average partial molar surface area be- DP Å RT

v0
S1 0 v0

v D z

2
lnS1 0 2

z
vGD , [33]

comes approximately (2/3)vmax . In this case the thickness
of the adsorption layer is a minimum:

with z being a value approximately equal to the coordination
number.

dmin Å
3
2

V

vmax

. [29] As z ú 2 (for a flexible chain z takes values between 4
and 6 (21, 22)) , even at complete interfacial coverage vG
à 1 it is possible to limit the development of the logarithmic

It should be noted here that the influence of the coefficient function after the first term in Eq. [33], which transforms
a is small; changing a from 0 to ` , the prefactor in Eq. into Eq. [32]. A more complicated form of DP was derived
[29] changes from 2 to 1. In the composition of the adsorp- by Frisch and Simha (23), who took into account a loop-
tion layer the component with the maximum value vi is formation. Graham and Phillips (22) have shown that for
dominant, very long chains this complicated relationship transforms

into Eq. [33].
Equation [32] as a correction of Eq. [10] becomes re-Gi 0 Å GiÉPr0 Å GS( ia/ ∑

n

iÅ1

ia) , [30]
markable only for vG ! 1. For vj @ v0 both contributions
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30 FAINERMAN, MILLER, AND WÜSTNECK

are more or less equal. For protein solutions this range is not vS(P) . Then, from vS we calculated GS Å GS(P) via Eq.
[36], and Gi Å Gi (P) via Eq. [23]. Finally we obtain b1cvery important, because experimental data show remarkable

values of P only for almost-saturated adsorption layers. Å b1c(P) from Eq. [37]. The molecular mass of the protein,
the values of the maximum and minimum partial molar sur-In our model, for which v0 Å vS holds, the contribution

of nonideal mixing to the interfacial pressure is negligible faces vS and v1 , the increment Dv, and the constants a and
a were varied.(cf. the Appendix) .

An equation of state for the interfacial layer and an adsorp- The following results were obtained:
tion isotherm for surfactant solutions taking into account

• In comparison to the case Dv Å v1 , the decrease ofintermolecular interaction was first derived by Frumkin (24)
the increment Dv only weakly influences the dependenciesand later developed by others (18, 19). The theory of non-
P and GS from c .ideal solutions, published, for instance, in (25, 26), takes

• The influence of the constant a, which varies in theinto account the influence of all components on the activity
range 0rrr2, is limited to small values of P because of thecoefficients of the other components. In the present approach
dominant influence of the exponent in Eqs. [21] – [23].we will not distinguish between the interactions of protein

• Values vmax , v1 and the constants a and b govern themolecules in different states. The activity coefficient for wa-
equilibrium adsorption of a protein at the water/air interface.ter and protein is taken as (27, 28)

Calculations using the present model confirm many well-
ln f S

0 Å 0aG 2
Sv

2
S , [34]

known relations (16, 21, 22, 29, 30):
ln f S

i§1 Å 0a(1 0 GSvS)2 , [35]
• the remarkable increase of P after a certain amount of

adsorption Gm has been reached, which is in the range fromwhere a is a constant.
0.2 to 0.5 mg/m2,From Eqs. [3] , [34], and [35] relationships for a nonideal

• a strong increase of adsorption and surface pressureadsorption layer can be derived,
dependent on the bulk concentration,

• a shift of Gm into the region of small adsorptions andthe equation of state
an increase of maximum surface pressure P in the case of
increasing flexibility of the chain, i.e., with increasing vmaxP Å 0 RT

vS

[ ln(1 0 GSvS) 0 aG 2
Sv

2
S] , [36]

and decreasing v1 .

the adsorption isotherm for i states The differences between the adsorption of a protein in
comparison to that of usual surfactants are caused by the

b1c Å GivSexpFaG 2
Sv

2
SS i

v1

vS

0 1D evolution of the protein adsorption layer. Figure 1 shows
the dependence of GS and some Gi from the surface pressure
P for a protein with the molecular mass of M Å 20,000,/ 2aGSvS 0 aGY ia(1 0 GSvS) ivi /vS . [37]
vmax Å 80 nm2 (v values refer to one molecule) , v1 Å Dv
Å 2 nm2 (i.e., n Å 40), a Å 240, and a Å 1. Obviously,
the dependence Gi Å Gi (P) shows an extreme characterEquations [21] to [23] are the same for ideal and nonideal
with an exception for i Å 1. The higher the i ( i.e., vi ) theadsorption layers. An almost quadratic dependence between
smaller is the P value, at which the adsorption of the i ththe surface pressure and the protein adsorption yields also
component shows a maximum. At high P the state of mini-the scaling theory (4, 13, 16). For high electrolyte concen-
mum vi is dominant in the composition of the adsorptiontrations when the contribution of the solute ions and polymer
layer. It should be noticed that in the present case for betterchains to the osmotic pressure POS (or the interfacial pres-
fitting of experimental data of proteins with almost similarsure P) are of the same order of magnitude, P0S Ç c 9/4

M-values, a ú 0 was assumed. The value of the constant a(13), or P Ç G 9/4
S (16).

influences GS for a given P. The ratio Gi /GS , however, isThe influence of nonideality of the entropy on activity
independent of a , as can be seen from Eq. [23].coefficient of the protein at the interface is taken into account

Figures 2 and 3 show the experimental data of Grahamin the coefficient a in Eqs. [21] to [23] and [37] (cf. the
and Phillips (27) for b-casein, which are compared withAppendix) .
model calculations. A good agreement with the experimental
data is obtained for the following values of the parameters3. CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON
in the model: vmaxÅ 60 to 100 nm2, v1ÅDvÅ 5 to 10 nm2,TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
a Å 200 to 400. The curves were calculated by assuming the
following parameters: vmax Å 75 nm2, v1 Å Dv Å 5 nm2,The Eqs. [21] – [23], [36], and [37] are used for some

model calculations. First, Eq. [21] was used to find vS Å a Å 0, b1 Å 2000 liter /g, a Å 400. The assumption a Å 0
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31PROTEINS AT LIQUID/FLUID INTERFACES

FIG. 1. Dependence of the sum of adsorption and of adsorption in the states 1, 2, 5, 10, and 40 on the surface pressure for a protein of the molecular
mass M Å 20000, v1 Å 2 nm2, n Å 40, a Å 1, and a Å 240.

FIG. 2. Dependence of surface pressure on the concentration of a b-casein solution. Data taken from Graham and Phillips (27). Lines calculated
using the present model, v1 Å 5 nm2, n Å 15, a Å 0, and a Å 400, and b1 Å 2000 liter /g.
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32 FAINERMAN, MILLER, AND WÜSTNECK

FIG. 3. Dependence surface concentration (L, determined by radiotracer; h, n, determined by ellipsometry) on the concentration of a b-casein
solution. Data taken from Graham and Phillips (27). Lines calculated using the same model and parameter values as for Fig. 2.

means that the activity of the protein molecule does not gram, which does not exist so far for the presently derived
model;depend on the molecular interfacial state (cf. Eq. [20]) .

The estimation of the maximum and minimum thickness • in the theoretical model the concentration c used is
the quantity which is in equilibrium with GS , while in theof the adsorption layer of b-casein by using Eqs. [26] and

[27] yields 8 to 10 nm and 0.5 to 1 nm, respectively. These experiments of Graham and Phillips (27) c denotes the initial
bulk concentration c0 in the Langmuir trough. Taking intovalues agree with those found by ellipsometry by Graham

and Phillips (27) as well as with other data (16) where the consideration the adsorbed amount at the surface, we get c
Å c0 0 GS/h ; h is the depth of the solution in the trough, hÉthickness was calculated on the basis of a scaling theory.

Furthermore, using the data vS Å vS( c) the actual values 1 cm. For the data at the lowest concentration the equilibrium
concentration c is about 50% smaller than the initial concen-of the adsorption layer thickness were calculated by
tration c0 , leading to a shift of the experimental point toward
lower concentration, which is in favor of a better agreementd(c) Å V /vS( c) . [38]
with the theory.

The data of d(c) agree very well with the values given in
4. IMPACT ON ADSORPTION KINETICS(16, 21).

The following conclusions can be drawn when comparing
The self-regulation of the surface concentration of differ-the experimental and theoretical results depicted in Figs. 2

ent states of adsorbed protein molecules influences the ad-and 3:
sorption kinetics and hence the dynamic surface tension of
protein solutions. A new theoretical model of a dynamic• with one and the same set of parameters (v1 , vmax , b,

and a) the three independent experiments of Graham and protein adsorption layer will be discussed in a subsequent
paper. Here, we only want to give some conclusions drawnPhillips (27) obtained PÅP(c) , GSÅ GS( c) , and dÅ d(c)

can be described by any possible combination of theoretical from Eq. [23].
We can conclude that at low surface pressure, say P õfunctions, for example P Å P(GS) , d Å d(GS) , etc.;

• the agreement between theory and the experimental data 2 mN/m or c õ 0.05 g/liter, the dynamic adsorption layer
is in quasi-equilibrium. This state of low adsorption layercan possibly be improved significantly by using a fit-pro-
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33PROTEINS AT LIQUID/FLUID INTERFACES

thickness (16, 21) will be reached mainly by a diffusion- In our model we have v0 Å vS and ( n
jÅ0 Gj Å 1/vS and

controlled adsorption process (21, 29–33). A further ad- thus from [A1] we obtain for water ( index 0) and the protein
sorption of protein molecules from the bulk according to molecules ( i different adsorption states)
Eq. [23] is connected with a desorption of segments. At a
surface pressure of say P ú 3 mN/m a transition from ln f S

0 Å 0, [A2]
adsorption states of larger to smaller surface area demand

ln f S
i§1 Å 1 0 vi /vS Å 1 0 iv1 /vS . [A3]will become step by step dominant (cf. Fig. 1) . Exactly at

this stage, as can be drawn from the experimental data in
The resulting activity coefficients are equal to the product(8) , the adsorption kinetics slows down with respect to a
of the partial activity coefficients, calculated for nonidealdiffusion-controlled mechanism. We can assume that the
enthalpy of mixing via Eqs. [34] and [35] or nonideal en-replacement of desorbing segments by new adsorbing mole-
tropy of mixing via Eqs. [A2] and [A3]. Thus, the equationcules is described by a first-order reaction and that the mo-
of state [36] remains valid when [A2] is used, while thementary deviation from equilibrium is small. If we consider
application of Eq. [A3] produces an additional factor,Eq. [23] we get the relationship for the change of surface
exp(0iv1 /vS) , in Eq. [37]. The effect of this factor is thepressure
same as that of the coefficient a in Eqs. [21] to [23] and
[37], a partial reorientation of protein molecules in benefit
of a state vi ú vS . An analogous result is obtained by

dP

dt
Å k 0expS0 DvP

RT D , [39]
choosing a Å 0.2 4 0.5.

where k 0 is a constant. This equation is well known and was ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
derived empirically by MacRitchie (3, 34, 35). The value
of Dv is of the order of 0.5 to 2.5 nm2 (8, 35). Due to Ter- The authors want to express their thankfulness to Prof. P. Joos from the

University of Antwerp for many helpful discussions. The work was finan-Minassian-Saraga (8) these values are too small for a protein
cially supported by the INTAS, project 93-2463, of the European Commu-molecule. According to our model these values belong only
nity and by the DFG, Wu 187/3.

to the differences in the adsorbed state and are physically
completely sensible.
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